
TOKN’s next gen productivity platform, 

secured with features including intuitive 

pre-designed app templates, pre-built 

automations and workflows centrally-

managed over devices enhances 

communication and operational speed.
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The TOKN Platform is a low-code app 

development and Integration Platform as 

a Service (iPaaS) that bundles all of the 

capability required to easily connect systems 

and quickly build and deploy apps, across all 

devices.

Our partners and integrators benefit by easily 

connecting the systems and data that our 

clients are already using, into one seamless 

and self-service platform. The TOKN cloud 

platform allows businesses of all sizes and 

budgets to rapidly deliver critical business 

applications without the associated costs of 

additional software or publishing issues.

• Acclerated productivity gains

• No hardware installation

• Process automation and efficiency 

improvements

• Seamless app delivery across all devices - 

no more app store issues

• A more engaged and connected workforce

• Secure multifactor authentication

• Offline working capability

• Device flexibility

• Improved compliance

      Harnessing Mobile Productivity
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User Led 

Inspire and evolve, 

user led innovation.

Instant Integration 

Secure, integrated 

and available where 

needed.

Value Add 

Scalable and 

agile, driving real 

transformation.

Reliability 

Scalable and stable 

user experience that is 

sustained and renewed.

Accelerated app delivery 

with the TOKN out-of-the-box 

template library.

Bring Your Own Device means that 

work gets done faster, easier and from 

anywhere.

“Things” management with 

Industry 4.0 (IoT) Edge Services.

No more app store issues with 

seamless app delivery in minutes 

across iOs, Android and Windows.

Flexible application deployment, to 

any device.

Scalable delivery - Native Cloud 

Services with guaranteed availability 

and elasticity. 

Password bifactor authentication.

Secure and controlled app and 

device management.

Platform Capability

Your TeamYour Systems

Timesheets
Maintenance

Workforce  
Management

Purchasing Safety 
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1800 986 765 
sales@tokntechnology.com

Our Company
TOKN is a digital technology company creating innovative enterprise software solutions 

that enable mid tier enterprise organisations, in the Australian and global markets, to 

substantially improve productivity by removing duplication and waste from their processes.

As a Perth based company, formed in May 2016, TOKN has a passionate, local development 

team that are focused on product development, distribution and customer satisfaction. 

With a growing base of local and international enterprise customers, TOKN is growing at a 

substantial rate.

TOKN works closely with it’s expanding partner and reseller base, with partners signed 

across Australia, New Zealand and the United Kingdom. The TOKN solution is closely aligned 

and certified with major ERP software solutions such as SAP, IFS, Xero, MYOB Greentree and 

MYOB Advanced.

Our Customers

          With help from TOKN, our asset management 
systems and processes have gone from good to great. 
All stakeholders of our business have benefited from 
the TOKN  apps.

Stephen Ardnt - Managing Director 
PINDAN Asset Management



TOKN Management Console
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The TOKN Console is the administration application for the TOKN platform that runs on the 

TOKN Cloud. The console is used to handle the TOKN services for your organisation. An 

administrator can simply log in the registered account (with no installation needed) and have 

instant access to all of the TOKN Platform capability, in one place. 

TOKN runs on AWS and is tenanted at the Sydney data centre, using containers that 

automatically scale up and down in size, as needed. The TOKN Management Console is 

comprised of 5 key components; Connect, Workbench, Workflow, Control & Sense that all 

work seamlessly within the TOKN Mobile Client.

TOKN Mobile Client

TOKN is comprised of pre-built Native Clients, available on each 

of the IOS, Android and Microsoft App stores. These predeveloped  

native apps facilitate the deployment of applications seamlessly, 

without any app store publishing issues. This is know as the “app 

within an app” concept, which is unique to TOKN.

The TOKN client provides secure containerization for all 

mobile applications, installed on each device, that secures your 

applications and data. TOKN separates work and play on the 

device, leaving you free to choose your device type.

The TOKN Client enables full offline processing functionality 

and bring your own device (BYOD) capability. The TOKN Client 

includes Bi-factor authentication services that enables seamless 

log-in, allowing the end users to easily enrol themselves in one 

easy step.
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Workflow 

TOKN Workflow simplifies the lifecycle management, 

deployment and workflow creation.

TOKN Workflow unifies end user data across different 

business systems, providing a high degree of flexibility in how a 

user might interact with different connected systems.

Users creation can be automated using one of TOKN’s micro 

services, such as the TOKN Active Directory Service.

Connect 

TOKN Connect is a comprehensive enterprise integration 

framework allowing quick and secure configuration of 

connections to external systems, using a variety of services.

Administration users can interrogate an API, select required 

fields, create data structures and connect to external systems 

to fetch and post data. Any external system that uses open 

APIs or REST/SOAP/OData can be connected to TOKN.

Workbench 

The TOKN Workbench allows administrators to collaboratively 

build intuitive applications quickly, that drive value. 

TOKN Workbench includes:

• Pre-built app components accelerate the build process

• Code editors to complete more advanced app builds

• Template libraries of pre-built app templates

• Code upload functions to import code snippets

• App testing tools to visualise mobile applications

• Code promotion features to seamlessly promote code  
between DEV, WAS & PRD instances.
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Control 

Securely manage connected devices using the enhanced 

device management capability embedded within TOKN Control. 

TOKN Control provides a comprehensive device management 

framework, with a complete view of and control over all 

connected devices.

Sense 

Investigate potential faults before your customers even 

know there is a problem, with TOKN Sense. Retrofit existing 

equipment with sensors and start collecting live data that is 

transmitted via nodes to TOKN Sense, in the cloud.

Dashboards are used to analyse the data, highlight trends, 

predict component failures, send alerts and create jobs in 

connected systems when readings are outside the specified 

range.

TOKN Control includes:

• Geo-location including geo-position and geo-ring fencing

• Device manager listing all connected devices

• Enhanced security features: remote wiping & blacklisting

• Embedded app analytics, reports and change logs

• System logs, traffic logs and connected device logs

Content Management System 

The TOKN CMS connects and engages your workforce by 

distributing information through the TOKN Mobility Client App, 

replacing the need for intranets or portals for workers on the 

go. Give your orgnaisation an identity and create a “window” 

into the organisation, while reflecting your organisation’s 

brand, style and image. 


